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your username. I thought I had taken great care but I have two red and white wires and I am not
sure where they should be. In the selectomatic wiring diagram the colour codes do not seem
correct and I am wondering if we have a very early Only when I replaced the bottom water pipe I
was supplied with the wrong one and on enquiry discovered that I needed a pipe which fits the
insatmatic as well as the selectomatic. The Vin number is A regertered 01 01 Can anyone out
there put me in the right direction for a wiring diagram or tell me where the two red and white
wire should be attached. Thanks for your help David. The red wire should have a white 'trace' in
it, a thin white line running along it, this wire goes from the starter solenoid to the start or
cranking position on the starter switch. If you still require the wiring diagram I can post it up for
you or email to you so you can print it off for reference. Your is a reasonably late one, they were
produced from to If no safety start switch is fitted then there will be a wire from ignition switch
straight to solenoid. Don't dismiss what you don't know. Some German made unit was first
fitted where a rod on a spring was pulled down by a lever attached to the clutch pedal making
the contact but these were a very poor and weak design and burned out very quickly, these
were then replaced by the type of switch that most of us are familiar with now and were used
right up to the end. I wonder if you could post a copy of the reference source you used to get
this information? We kept a stock of the earlier switches in the early 70's and fitted them on a
few trade-in machines before they went to new homes. I suspect many would be bypassed after
the new or used tractor warranty ran out like my - which didn't use that switch. I knew of a
number of MFs with bypassed safety switches - which are the same design as the later DB ones.
Bypassing the switch isn't so obvious thanks to the rubber cover and I suspect the Safety
Officers didn't know enough to look for such things, so the switches weren't repaired! More
modern machines use a heavy-duty relay or an old-fashioned car solenoid in the circuit to cope
with the current and back EMF produced when the start switch is released. I suspect more than
a few owners turn the start key, get no response and then move the gear lever while still holding
the key - causing arcing on the contacts, which were designed to be closed before current flows
I know I've done it on more than one occasion! Back then the safety start was more of an added
'feature' but was not part of any safety legislation at that time but was just beginning to rear it's
head. Anyway, if the unit failed the advice was to 'just bypass it and join up the wires' it was not
deemed worth a callout or replacement and the tractor owners were not that concerned, all they
wanted was a tractor that would start. The main fitter told me that nearly all the tractors they
supplied that had this switch fitted developed a starting problem due to it burning out. Such
things become "Internet Myths" and, unless evidence can be provided, should be avoided. I
think that it is time to draw a line under this departure from the original topic! The tractor was
got with part of the switch in place and I got some bits of others. Can someone confirm what
parts are required? Anyway outcome of this was to bypass the safety switch but would prefer to
have to working properly. Sorry for stiring up this tread but would like to know how to set it up
properly. Cheers Des. Under the elbow there should be a shim, you can remove it and see if that
makes any difference or you can file a little off the underside of the elbow as it's only a plastic
type material. You can also turn the plunger around an see if that makes any difference. Another
thing to try is to find a nail the right diameter, cut off the sharp end and then cut off a millimetre
or so, place the little bit of nail in the hole in the elbow under the bottom end of the plunger.
Lowering the clutch pedal stop on the footplate may also get it working but don't upset the
pedal setting. Basically you need to lengthen the plunger enough so that when you depress the
clutch fully it pushes against the ball in the switch further. Who is online Users browsing this
forum: No registered users and 27 guests. Board index All times are UTC. In Ferguson made a
deal with David Brown then a major manufacturer of mechanical transmissions , which was to
produce new tractors in its factories, and Ferguson ltd engaged in their sale. The first according
to other sources tractors were equipped with Coventry Climax L engines producing 20 hp.

David Brown purchased the necessary equipment and started producing their own engines.
One of the reasons for the gap was unsuccessful sales of new tractors. The new player in the
tractor market could not compete with Ford. In , the tractor operations were sold to the
American company Tenneco Inc. Case applied the David Brown name and brand to some of its
own tractor models in the UK market until the s, before ditching it in favor of the Case IH brand.
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